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About me
•

BS in Nuclear Science and
Engineering

•

U.S. Navy

•

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory
Commission

•

President/CEO of Excel
Services Corporation

•

Lifetime member of ANS

•

Current President of ANS
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Who is ANS?
ANS is a professional organization of engineers,
scientists and other professionals devoted to
scientists,
the peaceful applications of nuclear science and
technology.
gy
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About ANS
•

Founded in December 1954

•

Created a forum for knowledge
sharing

•

Convened countless
conferences

•

Stimulated discussion and
d b t among professionals
debate
f
i
l

•

Fostered interest in the
profession

•

Provided recognition for
excellence

•

Influenced the conversation
about nuclear with those
outside the field
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Snapshot of Energy
in the US
•

In 2012,
2012 the United States
generated about 4,054 billion
kilowatthours of electricity.
About 68%
% of the electricity
y
generated was from fossil fuel
(coal, natural gas, and
petroleum), and of the fossil fuel
generation 37% from coal.

•

Energy sources and percent
share of total electricity
generation in 2012 were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Coal 37%
Natural Gas 30%
Nuclear 19%
Hydropower 7%
Other Renewable 5%
Biomass 1.42%
Geothermal 0.41%
Solar 0.11%
0 11%
Wind 3.46%
Petroleum 1%
Other Gases < 1%
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Average Power Plant
Operating Expenses
Year Nuclear

Fossil
Steam

2001
2002
2003
2004
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2011

23.23
21.36
22.75
24.31
27.88
29.85
30.88
35 75
35.75
40.48
35.76
35.09

18.13
18.65
18.95
18.93
18.15
19.57
20.32
21 37
21.37
21.69
23.98
24.70

Gas/Turbine &
Hydro
Small Scale
(includes wind)
7.16
50.53
6.33
37.47
5.79
49.66
6.60
51.59
6.68
61.10
6.46
59.56
9.32
64.43
9 67
9.67
70 72
70.72
8.38
57.55
9.15
48.74
8.88
44.54

(Mills per kilowatt hour)
Major US Electric Utilities
Source: United States Energy Information Administration
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Cost of Electricity
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Cost of Natural Gas
•

Pressures associated with low price and relative
abundance of natural gas

•

Recent delivery difficulties of natural gas, particularly
in the Northeast of the US, caused megawatt hour
costs to increase from around $40 to $250

•

Demand will have an inevitable impact on price

•

Additional regulation
g
of frackingg may
y also have p
price
impact
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Cost Features
Other unique nuclear power cost features not
f
factored
d into
i
other
h forms
f
off energy production:
d i
– No effective and efficient waste disposal
model
• Significant impact on future
licensing
– NRC now takingg up
p the issue of Yucca
Mountain
• ANS provided comments

– Some other aspects
p
of waste costs are
not included in the pricing structure of
other forms – waste from solar batteries,
for example
9

Cost Features
– Extensive subsidies for wind and solar
skews comparisons
– Subsidies or tax credits should be for
ALL environmentally friendly or non
non‐
carbon producing forms of energy
production, not just selected forms‐‐‐
this should include nuclear
– We still have the highest degree of
regulation of any form of energy
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State of Nuclear Power
• Kewaunee
– Couldn’t demonstrate economies of scale

• Vermont Yankee
– Had great grassroots support
– Demonstrates impact of low natural gas price

• Crystal
C
l River
Ri
– Containment issues as well costs and uncertainties of repairs, too
much risk

• San Onofre
– Costs and uncertainties of repairs

• Fort
F Calhoun
C lh
– Regulatory evaluation
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State of Nuclear Power
Nuclear power still continues to be an important
source of electricity
– 32 companies are licensed to operate
nuclear reactors
– 31 states have operating plants
– In seven of those states, nuclear power
produced
d d the
th largest
l
t percentage
t
off th
those
states’ electricity
– In 2012 nuclear power plants generated an
estimated
ti t d 769
769.3
3 billi
billion kWh
• US accounts for 30% of worlwide nuclear
generation of electricity
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Overall Performance
•
•

2012 performance demonstrated safety and reliability
Average capacity factor was 86.4 percent
– Best reliability of any source of electrical generation
– Notwithstanding contribution to capacity factor of Crystal
River 3 and San Onofre 2 and 3 effective all of 2012
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Investment
Continued high levels of investment
– 2012 industry invested $8.5 billion (US) in
facilities
– Investment
I
t
t maintains
i t i hi
highest
h t llevels
l off safety
f t
and reliability
– Completes some significant uprates
– Positioned facilities to operate beyond
original 40 year licenses to 60 years
– Now investing license extensions to 80 years
and beyond
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Impact of New Construction
 New construction at Vogtle and Summer
underway
 Largest construction projects in their respective
states,
t t G
Georgia
i and
d SSouth
th C
Carolina
li
 Directly employing nearly 4,000 workers, on a
routine basis and twice that during peak
construction
 Support about 35,000 jobs across America
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For the Future
•

Have nine applications for construction and operating
licenses under review at the NRC

•

Two applications for early site permits under review
at NRC

•

Unlikely to be any new large build Nuclear Power
Plant construction until the next decade, but will be
new construction to respond
p
as demand for electricity
y
recovers

•

As a result of our impasse on waste disposal, licensing
has stalled
– A general review of our energy policy is necessary
– Also need review of our waste disposal policy and
plans
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Impact in the US
•

The global nuclear technology market has significant
economic impact and opportunity for the US industry

•

The US Commerce Department estimates a market of
around $740 billion (US) over the next 10 years

•

185,000 high‐paying American jobs would be created or
sustained if we were able to capture even 25 percent of
that market
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Impact on Jobs
What is the impact of nuclear energy on clean energy jobs?
– Estimates are that investment in new nuclear
power plants has created 15,000 of jobs
– The Keystone
y
Pipeline
p
Project,
j , while creatingg
reportedly thousands of jobs, still enables only
importation of foreign oil and perpetuates fossil
fuel use
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Impact on
Local Communities
What about the impact
p on local communities
where nuclear plants are located?
– Each year, the average nuclear facility
ggenerates approximately
pp
y$
$470 million
(US) in sales of goods and services
– The same average nuclear facility will
create nearly
y $40
$ million (US)
( ) in total
labor income
– Operation of the same average nuclear
facility generates 400 to 700 permanent
jobs, which pay 36 percent more than
average salaries in the local area
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Economics
•

Permanent jobs at nuclear plants create equivalent
numbers
b
off support jjobs
b llocally
ll – grocery stores,
restaurants, dry cleaners, car dealers

•

Every dollar spent by the average nuclear plant produces
$
$1.04
in the
h local
l l community

•

Each nuclear plant generates an average of $16 million
(US) in state and local tax revenue for schools, roads and
similar infrastructure

•

And the federal tax payments of each nuclear unit is
roughly $67 million (US)!
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Stability
•

Nuclear generated electricity offers considerable
price
i stability
bili over iits coal,l naturall gas, and
d
renewable energy sources

•

Only 28 percent of nuclear production costs are
f l costs, compared
fuel
d to 80‐90 percent off fossil
f
l fuel
f l
production costs are fuel costs

•

Uranium is the least price volatile fuel for all our
sources of energy, while nuclear energy remains
the most green of all
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Role of SMRs in the US
•

FOA issued to B&W for mPower technology

•

Funding not disclosed but thought to be upwards of $250
million US over 5 years

•

Generation mPower working to build plants at Oak Ridge
(maybe Purchase Power Agreement)

•

Second FOA applications review by DOE behind schedule
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Role of SMRs
•

DOE reserves right to issue more FOAs for additional
technologies

•

Unique applications – military installations, vital and
secure installations

•

Replacement of aged coal plants

•

Additional challenges associated with:
–
–
–
–
–

Funding
Schedule of completion of designs
Schedule of licensing
Customers
S
Supply
l chain
h i capability
bilit
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Economic Impact
•

Positive developments in the hubs

•

Creation of hubs by state, regional governments has advanced
development/implementation

•

What will be the economic impact of success?
– $1 billion (US) of export translates into roughly 5,000 American jobs
– Each SMR costs about $1 ‐ 2billion (US), so each could potentially
create 5,000
5 000 to 10,000
10 000 jobs
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International Development
of the Hub Concept
•

•
•
•
•

Thanks to purchase of Horizon Nuclear
Power, Hitachi has three sites throughout
England with rights to build up to six
reactors
Hitachi calls this their “international hub”
As many as 1,000 permanent jobs will be
created
During construction, the peak workforce
could be between 3,000‐6,000
Resulting energy will power 10 million
homes
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What does the future
hold?
According to Exxon Mobil’s
Mobil s “Outlook
Outlook for
Energy”
• Efficiency will continue to play a key role in solving
our energy challenges
h ll
• Energy demand in developing nations will rise 65%
byy 2040.
– Overall global energy demand will grow 35%.
• Use of nuclear power will grow to support this
demand
• Evolving demand and supply patterns will open the
door for increased global trade opportunities,
– U.S.
U S supports
t trade
t d policies?
li i ?

What Can We Do?
•

Nuclear power is beset by challenges, but laden with opportunity

•

What can we do?
– Develop comprehensive energy policy that includes all carbon‐free
sources,, includingg nuclear
– Close the nuclear fuel cycle
– Develop and deploy SMRs
– Ensure
E
a strong
t
iinfrastructure
f t t
ffor d
domestic
ti nuclear
l
energy production
d ti
– Support the export of nuclear science and technology
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Thank you!
Donald Hoffman
President, American Nuclear Society
President and CEO
CEO, EXCEL Services Corporation
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